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a. What are Antibodies and Canine Triple Antibodies?

3

❑ Antibodies refer to protective proteins produced by the body due to stimulation by antigens. It is not the vaccine 

itself that fights the virus but the antibodies that the vaccine stimulates the body to produce.

❑ Dogs will produce corresponding antibodies after being vaccinated. Only when the antibody level is sufficient (the 

antibody titre reaches a certain value) can they have the ability to resist the virus.

❑ Canine triple antibodies are canine distemper virus/canine parvovirus/canine infectious hepatitis virus antibodies 

(CDV/CPV/ICH Ab).



b. Immunisation Process
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After an animal is immunised for the first time, whether 

it has protection against core vaccine infectious diseases 

and whether the protection is sufficient, needs to be 

judged by antibody testing to avoid immune failure. 

Canine distemper, canine parvovirus, and canine 

infectious hepatitis antibody levels have a strong 

positive correlation with protective power. Antibody 

levels S1-S3 are recommended for supplementary 

immunisation and antibody levels S4-S6 have produced 

sufficient serum immune responses; it is necessary to 

observe whether there is any correlation in the near 

future with clinical symptoms of infectious diseases. 

WSAVA guidelines now recommend dogs are vaccinated 

every 3 years.



b. Reference Range of Canine Triple Test
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Item Name Detection Range Test Level Signification

CDV Ab

<35U S1 Not immunised or low in immunity

35-50U S2 Low antibody titre

50-100U S3 Medium antibody titre

100-200U S4 Relatively high antibody titre

200-500U S5 High antibody titre

500-1000U S6 Extremely high antibody titre

CPV Ab

<30U S1 Not immunised or low in immunity

30-60U S2 Low antibody titre

60-100U S3 Medium antibody titre

100-200U S4 Relatively high antibody titre

200-500U S5 High antibody titre

500-1000U S6 Extremely high antibody titre

ICH Ab

<30U S1 Not immunised or low in immunity

30-60U S2 Low antibody titre

60-100U S3 Medium antibody titre

100-200U S4 Relatively high antibody titre

200-500U S5 High antibody titre

500-1000U S6 Extremely high antibody titre



c. Clinical Verification
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The following 
samples are all the 
antibody test 
results 21 days 
after the dog's first 
immunisation with 
the three-shot 
vaccine.
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c. Uses and Benefits of Canine Antibody Testing
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❑ Perform an antibody test after vaccination to see if the vaccine was injected successfully and determine if the 

vaccine is revaccinated in time.

▪ Antibody testing after vaccination must be done 15 days after the last injection of the vaccine. It should not 

be performed any sooner as the vaccine has a process of stimulating immunity, not immunity after injection.

❑ Antibody testing before vaccination is equivalent to a physical examination and can detect infectious diseases in 

advance because antibodies can detect infectious diseases earlier than antigens.

❑ At the same time, the content of maternal antibodies in puppies can be detected to determine the injection time 

of the first vaccine and improve the success rate of vaccination.

❑ Monitors serological status.

❑ Reduces vaccination failure.

❑ Prevents over/under vaccination.

❑ New WSAVA guidelines recommend a titre test once a year rather then routinely giving dogs a booster.



c. Inconsistent Test Results
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Why is the antibody detection still low after another injection of the vaccine?

❑ First, immunity failure may have occurred. The reasons for the immunity failure need to be considered and 

whether vaccines from other manufacturers need to be tried. Secondly, it is possible that the animal is a non-

responder or is immunodeficient, and cannot be protected by vaccination.

Why has the patient been diagnosed with an infectious disease when the antibody test level was high?

❑ Antibody testing cannot distinguish whether the detected antibodies are due to vaccination or natural infection. 

If the high-level antibodies detected are produced by natural infection, the patient may have been infected with 

the corresponding infectious disease before the antibody detection, but the corresponding clinical symptoms 

hadn’t appeared yet (subclinical infection or early infection). If the high level of antibodies detected is caused by 

vaccination, consider whether there has been high-risk behaviour recently, because even if the infection rate of 

successful immunity decreases, the patient may still be infected with infectious diseases, and the prognosis is 

generally good.



d. Causes of Immune Failure
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There are many reasons for immune failure (generally low levels of all three antibodies):

❑ Genetic Factors – The strength of the immune response is controlled by genetics to a certain extent

❑ Nutritional Status – The body’s nutritional status, such as vitamins, trace elements and amino acid deficiencies, can 

cause a weakened immune response

❑ Environmental Factors – Hygiene, temperature, humidity and other stress reactions will affect immune response

❑ Impact of Disease – Parasites, viruses (leukaemia, AIDS), bacteria and other diseases can cause immune suppression

❑ Vaccine – Quality, storage and transportation, use (immunisation procedures, vaccination methods, etc.), safety 

(virulence is stronger)

❑ Serotype of Pathogen – Some pathogens have multiple serotypes and weak cross-protection (leptospira, calicivirus, etc.)

❑ Impact of Maternal Antibodies – The attenuated vaccine has a greater impact

❑ Interaction Between Pathogenic Microorganisms – Polyvalent vaccines often interfere with each other (the receptors for 

virus infection are similar and have a competitive effect, and the immune response produced after virus infection affects 

the replication of another virus)



e. Conclusion
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Vaccination ≠ 100% production of protective antibodies!

❑ Veterinarians often encounter this situation in clinical practice. Some dogs and cats may still be infected with the 

infectious disease if their antibody titres are relatively low after being vaccinated against an infectious disease. 

This is generally called immune failure.

❑ Antibody levels higher than the reference value indicate successful immunity. If the antibody level is lower than 

the reference value, it means insufficient immunity. Timely vaccination is needed to increase the antibody titre.
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CDV-CPV-ICH Ab
Rapid Quantitative Test

Woodley have developed a rapid, accurate, reliable and highly 

sensitive detection method for CDV/CPV/ICH in dogs.

The InSight V-IA CDV-CPV-ICH Ab Rapid Quantitative Test is a 

fluorescence immunoassay used with the InSight V-IA Veterinary 

Immunoassay Analyser for the quantitative determination of 

CDV, CPV & ICH Ab titre concentration in canine serum or plasma.

The test is used to detect antibody titre levels in dogs.

It can be stored at room temperature.
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